'We've done it: ' Dana White and UFC will not bow down to
coronavirus pandemic
Halfway around the earth, inside a significant pandemic-proof bubble dubbed “Fight Tropical
island, ” Dana White observed the news that President Donald Trump acquired tested good
regarding COVID-19.
White, as leader of the UFC, is as well-versed because anyone on how for you to keep the
malware in bay — this saturday and sunday his company will stage its 30th fight credit (a
Fight Night via Abu Dhabi in the particular Integrated Arabic Emirates) since the preliminary
March herpes outbreak shut issues down inside the United States.
On the other hand, because Trump’s longtime close friend — dating back to be able to
White’s early on UFC days, when they staged cards at Atlantic City casinos Trump owned or
operated at the time — he was initially distinctively concerned at just what was occurring
back household.
“I identified as Jared [Kushner, Trump’s son-in-law plus adviser], ” White wine told Yahoo
Sports Friday early morning. “I think [Trump] gets through this kind of. He has so very much
energy. He or she never halts. He is in great design. I think he’ll be OK.
“He’s the President of the United States, ” said White, who may have spoken on Trump’s
behalf from each of the last two Conservative Domestic Conferences. “Even if you don’t
agree with him, he's a person. And he’s done some good things for this land. What is wrong
with these kinds of dummies [rooting regarding him to get sick]. That makes me content to
help be in Abu Dhabi. ”
It’s been some sort of crazy 2020 for everyone, and White wine probably extra than most.
Wanting to work an international mixed martial arts procedure during a new global pandemic
tested typically the skill, sources and resourcefulness of a company that had found all this
around building itself in a multibillion-dollar global behemoth earlier times a pair of decades.
White received important criticism when this individual tried to start holding cards since April
— his primary attempt at a tribal on line casino in California was terminated at the need of
broadcast partner ESPN. ufc was scolded to get even attempting to make contact with
business. They was advised that undertaking this securely was practically impossible.
Undeterred, White and his workers were equipped to pull off UFC 249 upon May 9 in The city
of jacksonville, Florida. That was not ideal — one deal with seemed to be canceled due to
some sort of optimistic test — nonetheless it worked. There had been no major, or maybe
slight, break out.
From there often the UFC has never consumed its foot off typically the pedal. Light has
constantly said that every business should try to returning to such as close in order to normal

as it are able to.
“Obviously, we had many learning from mistakes in the start, ” White wines said. “We had to
reanalyze early on how we were being doing factors. But all of us persisted to tighten items
up and made everything more powerful. That was the main element for you to the success.
“We’ve obtained better and better from this, ” White persisted. “We are testing persons three
to four times before that they also get to Struggle Island. ”
The UFC certainly sorted it out — and even nearly just about every sports group in the world
features followed together as properly. This particular weekend is the start associated with
three additional fight playing cards at this company’s Middle Asian household, a sealed off of
man-made island in Abu Dhabi that has allowed global fighters to compete.
The concept of attempting this was daunting. It is no less consequently as White seems to be
back again, or even forward. As Trump’s positive test programs, the virus is however out
there. This organic inclination to loosen up plus believe you can stay away from it must be
definitely avoided.
It’s exactly why White, that readily admits he or she will be “petty” and even loves “shutting
up” the doubters, is not quite happy to spike the particular football nevertheless.
“Let us get to 2021, ” he said, laughing. “This year is crazy. ”
He views this particular the particular new normal — deal with cards in television audio
stages with stringent plus relentless methodologies surrounding that. Testing. Masks.
Distancing. Mandatory quarantining. Virus-killing misting tunnels. You name it, these people
have the idea.
He admits that often the UFC is only planning to make safety stronger. This individual has no
plans for you to allow a limited number connected with fans into domains, while other sports
own.

